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The Echo: Trust us ….. your secrets are safe here

Mossie trapped …...again
Ouch!
Oz-based former mannanny Mike Shea has
demonstrated the bond
he still shares with exboss John McDermott.
Shea claims to have felt
the full force of Mac’s
pain when news broke
last week of Gary
Wynne’s infidelity.

Stay-away
star
Eamonn Colleran has
once again been spotted at a major international sporting
event without club
permission, this despite insisting that he
is fully committed to
the St Clarets cause.

Last year, The Echo
exposed Mossie’s
unauthorised involvement with the Republic of Ireland team at
the Euro 2012 in the
middle of the GAA
season.
This news was not
accepted well by the

Mossie caught red handed in Hong Kong

Shea tweeted the picture
below and stated: “News
has hit me hard down under!
#Macluv”

club’s hierarchy, although clear-the-air
talks seemed to have
resolved this issue.
Indeed, Mossie gave
assurances that he
would never put
country before club
again.

Last year’s dramatic exposé of Mossie in Poland

The Mayo man has
been a notable absentee from the club’s
team in recent weeks

and questions have
been asked, but Mossie has avoided them
by hiding in his van
every night.
It now appears that
this was all part of a
plan to escape the
Clarets again, as he
was spotted in Hong
Kong last week,
watching the Lions
take on the BaaBaas.

Nuna Nuna Nuna Bat Pants

Kavan’s a Mummy’s Boy

Following on from Gary Wynne’s recent appearance in
Batman underpants, The
Echo can reveal that this is
merely the latest development in a long history of
obsessions with cartoon
characters.

It looks like recent recruit Kavan Fitzpatrick (below) will be
out of action for a while after suffering a slipped finger while
texting, which then resulted in a nasty wrist injury.

Echo researchers have uncovered a catalogue of pictures of Gary, including
him in this Buzz Lightyear
outfit, as well as one as
Fred Flinstone, not to
mention Wynnerbaby!!!!!

Following a recent texting faux
pas, club medics have placed
Kavan on compulsory wrist rest.
A misplaced text from Kavan
landed in the wrong inbox and
read: “Saw X’s Mum this morning, I take it back, she’s hot!”
Sadly, we can’t reveal who X is.
But Kavan, we do know!!!!!

